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Using a Database Thesaurus - UMUC Library Synonyms: conditional, contingent on or upon, subject to, tentative—
Antonyms: independent., Thesaurus Synonyms and Antonyms of SUBJECT. 1. Synonyms for “subject” Collins
English Thesaurus DTIC Thesaurus - Defense Technical Information Center TAGS - Thesaurus of Australian
Government Subjects The thesaurus is currently used by the City’s 311 Knowledge Base and by the Toronto
Meeting Management Information System and covers all subject areas. EBSCO Support: Browsing EBSCO
Databases Using the Thesaurus Subject headings are words or phrases assigned to an article that describe what is
contained in the article. Different databases will have different sets of subject About the Thesaurus - elnet DTIC
Thesaurus - The thesaurus provides a broad multidisciplinary subject term vocabulary that reduces the need to
search multiple synonyms. Subject terms Subject adjective Synonyms, Subject adjective Antonyms Merriam. This
Thesaurus was developed as a result of a Project known as the Australian Whole of. Government High Level
Subject Thesaurus Project, sponsored by the subject synonyms: subject matter topic theme These nouns denote
the principal idea or point of a speech, a piece of writing, or an artistic work. Subject is the City Subject Thesaurus
- City government - Data catalogue City of. III. Subject Heading Strings and Subdivisions: Thesaurus for Graphic
Materials I: Subject Terms TGM I to bring under one’s control by force of arms Attila the Hun subjected most of
Europe to his barbaric pillage. Synonyms dominate, overpower, pacify, subdue, The Registry!:: Anchor Archive
Subject Thesaurus:: Show Detail PLOS Subject Area Thesaurus. Contribute to plos-thesaurus development by
creating an account on GitHub. SUBJECT TO Thesaurus synonyms and antonyms terms by Power Thesaurus
Dictionary. Top Voted out of 122 is 'contingent' PLOSplos-thesaurus · GitHub The structure and format conventions
used to construct this thesaurus follow the. Organization names are included in the Subject Thesaurus as unique
entities Nov 19, 2013. The Government of Canada Core Subject Thesaurus CST is a bilingual thesaurus
consisting of terminology which represents all the fields Subject Synonyms, Subject Antonyms Thesaurus.com
ASTIS Subject Thesaurus. Welcome to the ASTIS Subject Thesaurus, which has been made available online for
people creating ASTIS database records Section III. Subject Heading Strings and Subdivisions: Thesaurus for The
Estonian Subject Thesaurus is a universal controlled vocabulary in Estonian for indexing and searching various
library material. The official name of the ?APAIS Thesaurus - About the APAIS thesaurus About the APAIS
thesaurus. The APAIS thesaurus lists the subject terms used to index articles for APAIS: Australian Public Affairs
Information Service, a subject ICPSR Subject Thesaurus Synonyms for “subject” The official Collins English
Thesaurus - Thesaurus. Over 1 million synonyms and antonyms with quotations and translations to other Government of
Canada Core Subject Thesaurus - Search the subject definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary The
Government of Canada Core Subject Thesaurus is a bilingual thesaurus consisting of terminology which represents
all the fields treated in information. 122 Subject To Synonyms and 1 Subject To. - Power Thesaurus ?Topical
Subject Thesaurus. The Topical Subject Thesaurus provides the data values for Topical Subject Reference. Research
Our Records account Borrow or Renew Request an item Interlibrary loan Find a course Ask a Librarian
Tutorials FAQ · Home Databases Subject List Thesaurus. STI Tools - NASA Scientific and Technical Information
STI Synonyms for subject at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and
Word of the Day. Government of Canada Core Subject Thesaurus BARTOC.org Define subject and get synonyms.
What is subject? subject meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. red words? Using the
thesaurus. Close ASTIS Subject Thesaurus Many EBSCO databases feature a subject specific thesaurus of
subject terms that relate to content on those databases. For example, Education Source features A Brief Guide on
How to Use the EBSCO ThesaurusSubject Tool Learn more about how to use and access NASA STI tools,
including NASA Thesaurus, NASA Scope and Subject Category Guide, and NASA Thesaurus. Subject Thesaurus -
University of Maine System Subject verb Synonyms Merriam-Webster Thesaurus If you are using a subject specific
EBSCO database and you are having trouble inputting the correct search terms, the ThesaurusSubject Link at the
left side top. Using subject headings thesaurus - Using EBSCOhost. Thesaurus Browse by Subject Vocabulary:
Show detail for Anchor Archive Subject Thesaurus. Detail · Concepts · History · Versions · Maintainers · Export ·
Import subject - Thesaurus - YourDictionary Many library databases contain a thesaurus or list of subject terms.
You can use a thesaurus to identify subject terms to use in your searching. This will help Topical Subject
Thesaurus Jan 27, 2014. The thesaurus is organized into 17 Subject Categories to facilitate browsing the
vocabulary. Please note that many topic hierarchies are very